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Abstract 
This paper examined the combination of factors frustrating the efforts of 

the Nigerian soldiers in checking the menace of Boko Haram insurgents 

in Northern Nigeria. This is also why the Boko Haram war is dragging in 

spite of foreign support. Many observers have also raised the questions, 

how well equipped is the Nigerian soldiers to combat and defeat the 

insurgents. This paper evaluated why fighting Boko Haram is tough, the 

Dambisa forest, one of the hideout of the Boko Haram insurgents, is in a 

border region of Cameroon, Chad, Niger and Nigeria. The challenge is 

that the ability of the Nigerian soldiers to respond in an area as vast and 

dangerous as that quickly and decisively, even when intelligence is 

generated is sometimes limited because the Boko Haram insurgents are 

indigenous native of the terrain, they know the border environment better 

than the Nigerian soldiers. That is the reason it had been so hard to rescue 

the Chibok girls for example. So the ability to provide useful information 

in a very diverse and elusive Sambisa forest is constrained by the Nigerian 

soldiers that need to separate the innocent civilian population from the 

insurgents. However, the paper outlined the strategies to curb the menace 

of Boko Haram insurgency in Northern Nigeria. This study adopted the 

descriptive methodology. The primary sources include oral information 

and testimonies. Newspapers and magazines report were also used in 

collaboration with official records in government publications. Secondary 

sources include relevant books. The researcher also made use of direct 

observation method. All the information collected was subjected to 

historical evaluation. 
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Introduction  

The Boko Haram insurgent’s bombardment, assault and onslaught is a 

tough war challenging the Nigerian soldiers because Boko Haram is 

operating from three locations or bases. One is Sambisa forest, the second 

is the Mandara Mountain and the third, which is the most dangerous and 

deadly, is along the Lake Chad fringes. Those operating from Sambisa and 

Mandara Mountain concentrate on attacking villages and towns nearby to 

do two things. First to inflict casualties to the people, destroy villages and 

secondly which is the main reason of the invasion is to steal supplies. These 

three locations or bases are the three black spots from where Boko Haram 

launches offensive attacks against Cameroun, Niger, Chad and Nigeria. In 

the recent history of North East region, Boko Haram insurgents attack 

Gwoza Local government area of Borno state, where they killed two 

Civilian Joint Task Force members that monitored their movement. They 

also attacked Askira Local government area, in the night where they carted 

away food supplies (Ndume, 2020). Many Nigerians had wondered why it 

is taking the military so long to unravel the mystery called Boko Haram. 

Despite foreign assistance to strengthen the security apparatus in Northern 

Nigeria, tackling Boko Haram barrage, gunfire and shelling is a herculean 

task for the Nigerian soldiers. 

 

Boko Haram insurgents attack on Nigerians can be described as terrorism. 

The attacks are violent acts targeted against defenceless civilians with the 

intention of terrifying them and to prevail on their state to change their 

religion to their brand of Islam that forbid Western education. For instance, 

Nwankwo (2014) argued that the Boko Haram sect menace qualifies it as a 

terrorist sect in Nigeria. But the way a country reacts to threats or acts of 

terrorism depends greatly on how the target state perceives the concept of 

terrorism; either as a war threat or as a crime. 
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On August 19, 2013, the federal governments fight against Boko Haram 

terrorism received a boost, with the declaration by the International 

Criminal Court, ICC, that Boko Haram Islamic insurgents are guilty of 

crime against humanity. “There is a reasonable basis to believe that crime 

against humanity have been committed in Nigeria, namely acts of murder 

and persecution, attributed to Boko Haram”. This is part of the statement 

released by the ICC at the Haque, indicting members of Boko Haram. Fatou 

Bensouda, ICC prosecutor, observed that since 2009, Boko Haram sect has 

launched a widespread and systematic attacks that has resulted in the 

killing of more than 1,200 Christians and Muslims in different parts of 

northern Nigeria. With this indictment, leaders of Boko Haram sect and 

their sponsors have become enemies of the whole world and are liable to 

face prosecution at the Haque after their arrest. The indictment and 

intervention was a good development in the fight against terrorism in 

Nigeria that has been lingering. As Onyekachi Ubani (2013) aptly pointed 

out, before a crime can be defined to be against humanity, it must be 

something that has happened over time and must be consistent and must 

have involved lives and a number of persons. “This  implies that Boko 

Haram case has attracted international concern, it is no longer a local issue, 

because other terrorist groups are giving them special aid and assistance 

like ISIS, Alshaba, Islamic State of West Africa etc. The international 

community no longer sees it as a Nigerian problem, but an international 

problem that must be nipped in the bud. On the other hand, if the local 

judiciary had shown some level of competency in handling Boko Haram, 

the intervention of the ICC would not have been necessary. But they have 

discovered that the judiciary had not been efficient enough to handle it the 

way it is supposed to. Unfortunately, Boko Haram is spreading like wildfire 

and the Nigerian government and soldiers appears helpless in stemming 

the tide (Adeosu, 2013). 

In the recent history of Northern Nigeria, Boko Haram has launched 

numerous attacks and bombing churches, clubs, schools, government 

institutions and even the United Nations’ building in Abuja, thereby killing 
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innocent citizens, who know nothing about the objective of their terror 

campaign. For instance, on Sunday, August 4, 2013, in Borno state, the Boko 

Haram sect killed about 35 persons, including two soldiers and one 

policeman, with several injured persons. Before that attack, the group had 

equally launched a major attack, using improvised explosive device, (IED), 

at Sabon Gari and other two areas in Kano, simultaneously killing 45 

persons and leaving many others injured. The Jonathan administration 

expressed regrets over the death of innocent Nigerians at the hands of Boko 

Haram insurgents. In a bid to tackle the insecurity challenge which had 

dealt a heavy blow to the image of the Nigerian state. The Jonathan led 

administration appointed some respectable northern elite to dialogue with 

the Boko Haram sect; which they immediately responded that they were 

not interested in negotiating for an end to the crisis. In the spirit of peaceful 

negotiation, the Jonathan administration set up a committee to consider the 

possibility of granting amnesty to the Boko Haram insurgents. Again, the 

Boko Haram rejected it. In the face of the hostility, Abubakar Shekau (2013) 

leader of the sect, made it clear to the Jonathan led administration that his 

group had done no wrong and so an amnesty would not be applicable to 

them. Shekau (2013), further said that it was the Jonathan led 

administration, which he said was committing atrocities against Muslims. 

Misleading ignorant Muslims to see the Boko Haram fight as a struggle 

between Muslims and Christians, thus, dragging the war against terror in 

the North East. 

 

In May, 2013, the Jonathan administration in a bold respond to curb 

insurgence in the North, declared a state of emergency in Borno, Yobe, and 

Adamawa states and the military also launched several air strikes on the 

camps of the sect, disconnected communication installations in the states 

and many Boko Haram members were arrested. Yet, Boko Haram leader 

was boasting of about 6,000 fighters ready to continue with the war to 

Islamise Nigeria. The Boko Haram insurgency is one of the biggest 

challenge the Nigerian soldiers are facing (Adeosun, 2013). Yet the 
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government and Northern elite are not tackling it with urgency. The 

Jonathan administration was spurn to dialogue with the faceless group of 

people called “Boko Haram” on behalf of the federal government of 

Nigeria, despite the senseless and heartless bombing of innocent citizens 

and target of religious and government institutions.   

 

Meanwhile, other Nigerians like Michael Ogbu (2013) said “No to dialogue 

between the so called Boko Haram and the federal government of Nigeria”. 

How on earth can a group who has made the killing of innocent people 

their philosophy be dialoguing with the federal government?”. Thus, 

during this period the federal government was using dialogue to make 

peaceful negotiation with the Boko Haram insurgents killing innocent 

citizens. It kept the fighting moral of the Nigerian soldiers against Boko 

Haram in a stalemate, deadlock and standstill; while Boko Haram progress 

with it evil plot against the Jonathan administration. However, the 

drawback to war and impasse to dialogue with the insurgents by the 

Jonathan administration was diplomacy of appeasement to settle 

grievances in a peaceful manner to avoid war by all cost. The Boko Haram 

insurgents undermined and overlooked the “Greenleaf” peace initiative of 

the Jonathan led administration, only to prefer confrontation with the 

Nigerian soldiers in a physical show of warfare.  

 

Since 2009, Boko Haram insurgency has been confronting the Nigerian 

government, both the Jonathan/Buhari administration, and the Nigerian 

soldiers. Honestly, the Boko Haram insurgency is taking long to contain. 

The three bases were the Boko Haram operates from to hurt Nigeria, Chad, 

Niger and Cameroun is a criminal den, dreadful, heinous, monstrous, and 

evil jungle.   The lingering Boko Haram menace had quashed and 

undermined the bravery of the Nigerian soldiers. During the Chibok girls 

rescue effort in the Sambisa forest there was also the report that the U.S 

military was not getting enough cooperation from the Nigerian Army to 

contain the Boko Haram menace.  Jettrey Hawkins (2014) U.S Consul 
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General in Nigeria shares his perspective on why the Boko Haram 

insurgency has been difficult to contain: “The Boko Haram insurgency is 

really nefarious, multi-faceted problem that has a lot of issues around it. We 

are talking about a large number of fighters, we are talking about a very 

remote part of the country; we are talking about border region where 

there’s easy access across border and we are talking about a very tenacious 

and very brutal foe that are willing to use any sort of techniques possible to 

do the kinds of dastardly things it wants to do and so it’s a hard foe. It’s a 

hard target and its not something that gonna get result overnights. It’s 

gonna take some time and again we stand ready to help Nigerians in the 

struggle against this terrorist organisation”. (Sawyer, Akaeze, and Adelola, 

2014).   

 

Factors frustrating the efforts of the Nigerian Soldiers in checking the 

menace of Boko Haram insurgency in Northern Nigeria 

This paper has come forth with the following challenges frustrating the 

Nigerian soldiers in checking Boko Haram insurgents menace:  

 

i. Even though Boko Haram attacks and bombing on innocent citizens 

is a crime against humanity as they attack both Christian and 

Muslim communities, churches, mosques, and public institutions. 

Some conservative Islamic Northern elites perceive the attack 

against Boko Haram as an attack against the North. This kind of 

politics divides the Nigerian soldiers’ united front against Boko 

Haram insurgency. It soft pedal and play down the fight against 

Boko Haram sect. The politics of Muslim brotherhood is a 

sentimental diplomacy that comes into the fight against Boko 

Haram. It brings in tender heartedness and compassionate mercy 

among the Nigerian soldiers to hard heartedly fights the insurgents. 

Thereby causing a subtle divided front against the Boko Haram 

fight, and a house divided among itself cannot stand. Thus making 

the Nigerian soldiers moral to fight the insurgents ineffective, 
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passive and evasive. More so, given the Boko Haram insurgents the 

hard heartedness, and the play up moral to commit more atrocities. 

This is why the Boko Haram war is dragging at the expense of the 

Nigerian soldiers.  

 

In the terror war against Boko Haram insurgents, some ignorant 

Muslims do not trust the Nigerian soldiers because of the belief that 

Boko Haram sect members are fighting their cause as a people long 

deprived of basic Islamic amenities. Hence, some of them are ready 

to give vital information to the insurgents. Thus making the terror 

war against Boko Haram sect lingering and sometimes, given the 

insurgents an edge over the Nigerian soldiers. The consequences are 

that the military suffer unnecessary casualties in the fight against the 

insurgents. This is also one of the reasons fuelling the protest by 

some soldiers who are reportedly declined deployment to the North 

East area. About 100 wives of soldiers under the umbrella of 

Nigerian Officers Wives Association (NOWA), staged a protest 

march condemning the poor security network in the newly 

upgraded barracks at Bawa town, in the North Central Borno, 

known as a trouble spot for the Boko Haram insurgents (Sawyer, 

Akaeze and Adelola, 2014). 

 

ii. Lack of equipment of the Nigerian Soldiers to combat the Boko 

Haram insurgency is one of the major reasons why the Boko Haram 

war is dragging, lingering and crawling. For example, Kenneth 

Minimah (2014) Nigeria’s Chief of Army Staff, (COAS), aptly 

explains that he was particularly angry with officers and soldiers of 

the Battalion 195 who were alleged to have deserted their 

operational duties in Bui, near Damboa, Borno state. The soldiers 

had complained that they would not continue to expose themselves 

to conflict with Boko Haram insurgents that are armed with more 

sophisticated equipment. Aside from ordering the soldiers arrest, the 
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COAS has also threaten that any soldier found to be engaged in any 

mutiny will be court-martialled and sentenced to death if found 

guilty. (Sawyerr, 2014). The above scenario of the Boko Haram fight 

by the Nigerian soldiers is not encouraging as many Nigerian 

soldiers have died fighting against the superior well equipped Boko 

Haram insurgents against inferior less equipped Nigerian soldiers. 

This also explains why the Boko Haram war is dragging because the 

Nigerian soldiers are not well equipped to combat the insurgency. 

 

iii. Another factor that explains why the Boko Haram war is dragging is 

the belief in the security circle that even with the foreign assistance 

to strengthen the security apparatus in Nigeria, tackling Boko 

Haram would be a herculean task (Sawyerr, 2014). The reason why 

the fight against Boko Haram insurgency is herculean is because the 

hideout of the Boko Haram fighters is daunting, difficult to locate, 

huge, gruelling, titanic, tough and fearful forest. For example, the 

Sambisa forest where the Chibok school girls were alleged to have 

been kept is not a place that the soldiers are willing to storm without 

appropriate preparation. Those who know say the forest is an 

inhospitable vast land, a hell on earth. The Sambisa forest is a 

dangerous terrain to navigate which runs into several hectares, more 

so, three countries border the Sambisa forest, namely: Cameroon, 

Chad, Niger Republic and Nigeria. Jeffery Hawkins (2014) the 

United States consul-general, explain that the vast terrain of Sambisa 

forest makes it easy for the insurgents to frequently change locations, 

thus creating challenge for Nigerian soldiers to check the insurgents. 

 

iv. Another dimension of factor that explains why the Boko Haram war 

is dragging and rescues of the Chibok school girls is difficult is 

because the Boko Haram war in Northern Nigeria is not a 

conventional warfare. It does not have an acceptable place, a 

common place, a correct spot and a formal place the Nigerian 
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soldiers can attack the insurgents. The hidebound of the insurgent is 

numerous and very vast across territorial borders of Cameroon, 

Niger Republic, Chad and Nigeria. So the Boko Haram insurgents 

constantly change their hideouts to make it difficult for the Nigerian 

soldiers to identify them as a target spot. The tactic and location of 

the insurgents are unpredictable, changeable, doubtful, erratic, 

inconsistent, unreliable, unforeseeable and unstable for the Nigerian 

soldiers to locate and attack to avoid innocent citizens. As Jeffery 

Hawkin (2014) aptly pointed out “The entire insurgency war in 

Northern Nigerian is not a conventional warfare, it is not like this is 

some sort of formal military thing where there’s.... you know, a 

military camp, as a target that is there and just have to send the forces 

in and attack it. Rather the Nigerian soldiers are dealing with a very 

diverse and elusive target. Capable of hampering ability to provide 

useful information that could lead to the rescue of the Chibok girls 

and the defeat of the sect. That is the nature of guerrilla warfare, the 

pain of dealing with terrorism”.   

 

v. Another factor that explains why the Boko Haram war is dragging is 

because it has a nature of guerrilla warfare that is the challenge of 

dealing with terrorism. The Boko Haram fighters are made of Islamic 

resistance freedom fighters who believe to die for Islam and 

immediately make heaven benefit. Boko Haram fighters are also 

skillful snipers that are ever ready to fight the Nigerian soldiers from 

their hideouts. Boko Haram fighters are radical Islamic sect that 

believe in radical views and favouring extreme change that Western 

education is evil and believe that they can Islamise Nigeria. The sect 

believes radically that they would win the war with time. These are 

the factors that make the Boko Haram war a tough one for the 

Nigerian soldiers to combat the insurgents. 
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vi. Another dimension of factor that explains why the Boko Haram fight 

lingers is because there is a rivalry among the various security forces 

in the country that frustrate the Nigerian army, SSS, Police, Civil 

Defence and other para-military forces to form a synergy to fight the 

Boko Haram insurgency. There is no love and understanding among 

the different security agencies in Nigeria to fight and win the terror 

war.  

 

vii. Another factor that explains why the Boko Haram war is dragging is 

because the war against terror is one that needs a lot of resilience, 

and resistance to win. The Boko Haram fighters are determined, 

dogged and tenacious to win the Nigerian soldiers. Whereas the 

Nigerian soldiers have vowed to protect the territorial integrity of 

Nigeria as an oath of allegiance to the Nigerian constitution. This has 

made the Nigerian soldiers resistant, intransigent and hard to defeat 

by the Boko Haram sect. As Frank Mba (2014) put it “the war against 

terror is not a sprint; it is not a one hundred metre dash. It is usually 

a long drawn battle. You need a lot of resilience to win the war 

against terror. Countries like the Unites States with all the 

technology cannot claim they have defeated terrorism. That is why 

it looks like the sect resurrects just as the security is celebrating 

consistent efforts at smoking out the insurgents. So it is also because 

the Nigerian soldiers and the foreign forces have to content with the 

peculiar situation in the North East area where Boko Haram has its 

operational base. 

 

viii. Other factors that explains why the Boko Haram war is dragging is 

that the insurgents have been long firmly entrenched in North East 

axis, and so, understand the border environment much more than 

the Nigerian soldiers. The Boko Haram fighters are people who have 

lived in that area, they grew up in the vicinity, they know the terrain 

like their back yard, they know where to hide and where not, but 
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that could not be said of the Nigerian soldiers who are strangers and 

visitors to the Sambisa forest. These are some of the issues and 

problems why the Boko Haram war is dragging and a difficult one 

for the Nigerian soldiers to win. 

 

ix. Other dimension of factor that explain why the Boko Haram war is 

lingering is because the locals are afraid and reluctant to assist the 

Nigerian soldiers with vital information of the hideout of the 

insurgents in the North East. 

 

x. Another challenge that point out why the Boko Haram war is 

lingering is because the federal government officials and some 

military officers are only paying lip-service to rid the North East 

from Boko Haram insurgents. There is a delay about the arrest of 

Boko Haram sponsors. The sect enjoys official support.   

     

xi. Another factor that explains why the Boko Haram fight is lingering 

is because Nigerian soldiers often kick against authority; especially 

from highly placed officers, for not putting the interest of the rank 

and file into consideration when there is a call to duty. Some of them 

had openly accused some officers of working against the interest of 

the country by not only leaking information to Boko Haram. But are 

aiding the insurgent observers, some military men have this to say 

“when you hear reports that some soldiers were ambushed and 

subsequently killed, please don’t take it with a pitch of salt. There 

are those of us convinced that amongst us are informants of this 

Boko Haram. How come we were only attacked when on a specific 

mission, and when we are not armed, especially in between meals? 

We have lost some officers who would be ambushed after a directive 

from the leader for them to approach a particular direction, and then, 

when we are eating. How did the insurgents know about our 

movement or plans, if they don’t have informants? “(Sawyerr, 
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Akaeze, and Adelola, 2014). Even President Goddluck Jonathan 

(2014) attested and alleged that Boko Haram members have 

penetrated his administration and are working in security and 

public institutions. This is not far from the truth because Boko 

Haram sect members are citizens of Nigeria that feel cheated and 

oppressed by the Nigerian state and are committing reprisal attacks 

in the wrong manner. These are some of the reason the war against 

Boko Haram sect had been a long drawn battle. 

 

xii. Another challenge that has lingered the fight against Boko Haram is 

the low morale among the rank and file, occasioned by the alleged 

insensitivity of some officers who for reason of alleged corruption 

would not want the war to end soon. Most of the senior officers enjoy 

air-conditioned quarters and fail to supply required logistics to 

combat the insurgents. (Sawyerr, 2014). 

 

xiii. Another challenge that has lingered the fight against Boko Haram is 

also the delay in payment of soldiers salaries and promotions, as well 

as favouritism in terms of who goes to the troubled states or not. All 

these are reasons why an officer will betray the Nigerian soldiers by 

supplying members of the sect with secrete information, all for 

money (Sawyer, 2014). 

 

Strategies to Curb Boko Haram insurgents in Northern Nigeria 

This paper has come forth with the following strategies to curb the menace 

of the Boko Haram insurgents in Northern Nigeria that had been lingering.  

 

i. To curb the Boko Haram menace the Nigerian government, in 

conjunction with the state governments of the North East and other 

actors like the Nigerian soldiers are responsible to fight and defeat 

the Boko Haram insurgents, so that lives and properties of the people 

are protected.        
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ii. The civilian joint task force in the North East region should step up 

its effort and ability to provide useful information to the military to 

enable it constrained the intelligence of the dreadful Boko Haram 

insurgency. 

 

iii. The Nigerian government should engage the American and 

European governments so that they can volunteer to offer their 

military assistance to the Nigerian soldiers to help locate the Chibok 

girls and fight terrorism. The nature of the assistance should come in 

the form of military hardwares, softwares, training of the Nigerian 

soldiers on how to fight the terror war, military modern method on 

detecting IDS and suicide bombers, military intelligence sharing and 

psycho-socio element training and inter-agency teams training are 

essential for the Nigerian soldiers to win the terror war.   

 

iv. To win the terror war against Boko Haram the Nigerian soldiers and 

police need training on respect for human rights for Nigerians. This 

is because Nigerian security officials have poor human right record 

and that accounts for the limited military assistance they get from 

the United States. 

 

v. Another strategy that can best use to curb insurgency in the North 

East is for the government to provide the people functional 

education, economic self reliance, employment opportunities, health 

care services and basic development for the youth to feel that 

government cares about them. They will ultimately be far more 

successful than military and security response to the insurgency.    

 

vi. In information and intelligence sharing to fight and win Boko Haram 

insurgency, the Nigerian military should sincerely cooperate with 

other sister security agencies, like the police, civil defence and 

civilian joint task force and other foreign military, like the US – 
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military to curb the menace of Boko Haram. There should be robust 

security engagement among the Nigerian security forces and the US 

– military to combat the insurgents, like Boko Haram that receive 

aids and assistance from other foreign terror groups like ISIS. 

 

Conclusion  

The Nigerian government and military should also have the lead in the 

terror war in Nigeria; this is because the Boko Haram insurgency is a 

Nigerian challenge, issue, and problem. The Nigerian government and 

military knows where it pains them; not a foreign power, they are only to 

support; the Nigerian security agencies should also know the terrain better 

than foreigners. What Nigeria government need is the political will to win 

the terror war. The Nigerian soldiers do not only need to be fighting the 

Boko Haram, but they also need to be fighting the struggle in a correct legal 

way because these are Nigerian citizens they are dealing with. The Boko 

Haram sects condemning the Western education as evil are Nigerian 

citizens, the Nigerian military and police need to be cognisant of that to give 

the terror war a human-face. If the Nigerian soldiers do not fight Boko 

Haram sect in a correct legal way, there would be abuse of human right, for 

example, soldiers raping women, girls and bombing innocent citizens; this 

might attract sanction from International Criminal Court (ICC) at the 

Hague. In the war against terror international best practice should strictly 

be followed to attract national and international support. 

 

In the fight against Boko Haram by the Nigerian military weapons and 

equipment are important in the war theatre. Weapons and equipment have 

been part of the deficits suffered by the Nigerian troops in addition to 

funding, manpower, training, welfare etc. This basic delivery would 

definitely impact positively on the troops, because operational capacity 

would be enhanced, logistics delivery would be smoother and more 

efficient, and morale would be boosted. (Stan Labo, 2020). Why the war 

against Boko Haram has been dragging is because the Nigerian military 
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want to use the strategy of “boots on ground” assistance. They don’t need 

that, but rather weapons, equipment, intelligence and other technological 

hardware. 

 

The Nigerian Armed Forces need to be technologically advanced to fight 

the terror war and to establish itself as one of the best on the African 

Continent. The Chadian military on recent time were able to pull the feat 

over Boko Haram was because of their superiority in armaments with 

which they confronted the insurgents. Today, warfare is controlled by 

technology. You either invest in your armed forces by stocking your 

inventory with latest fighting gadgets or your military is ready for 

embarrassment (Stan Labo, 2020). The air component is also needed in the 

terror war in the North East to win insurgents. It is also a good strategy for 

the COAS to relocate to the North East and stay on the front line with the 

troops to enhance a final onslaught on the insurgents. The COAs presence 

in the forward lines would avail the much required morale for the final 

push. His presence would motivate subordinate commanders and speak 

much of the desire and intents of the higher commanders. These are the 

strategies and other recommendations the military needs to defeat the 

insurgents. 

 

Moreso, the Federal Government and the Nigerian Military should warn 

saboteurs in the military who are making frantic efforts to derail the war 

against terror. The military should not build bridges with saboteurs and 

traitors because they are enemies. Any member of the Nigerian army who 

sabotages the efforts of the military war against Boko Haram should face 

total expulsion and punishment. No Nigerian soldier should be pretending 

in the midst of the military, but working for insurgents. Sabos are enemy in 

the war against terror. The Nigerian military is fully backed by the 

constitution to fight and win the terror war. They should conquer and 

subdue the nation’s enemy with over whelming evidence and 
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incontrovertible proof. The military would drown the insurgents in the pool 

of truth for crime committee against humanity, women and children.  

 

Recommendations:  

This paper has come forth with the following recommendations to ensure 

easy and quick victory over Boko Haram by the Nigerian soldiers:   

 

i. soldiers with relevant information of the Boko Haram locations and 

hideouts. 

ii. The locals in the North East should not belief that the Boko Haram 

sects are fighting their cause as a people long deprived of basic 

amenities. The government and the Nigerian soldiers should discard 

this propaganda from the minds of the locals by providing them 

developmental needs and palliatives to pacify them and buy them 

over to the government side and to win their support in the war 

against terror. 

iii. In the fight against Boko Haram insurgents, senior officers in the 

army should be honest and put the interest of the rank and file into 

consideration when there is a call to duty. They should work for the 

interest of the Nigerian state by not supporting the insurgents and 

also not leaking information to them. Saboteur among the Nigerian 

soldiers is an evil character that cripples, subvert, betray and mar the 

fight against Boko Haram. Saboteur in the military to fight 

insurgents is sacrilegious, blasphemous, disrespectful and 

profanatory. It lingers the fight against Boko Haram insurgents. 

Betrayal is disloyalty, double-dealing and Judas-kiss to the Nigerian 

soldiers in the battle front against insurgents. Saboteur and betrayal 

disclose and sell out the military strategy of the Nigerian soldiers to 

fight the insurgents. It is treachery that divulges and gives away the 

Nigerian soldiers to the Boko Haram insurgents. Thus prolonging 

the Nigerian soldiers’ effort to win the Boko Haram insurgents. For 

example, Sawyer (2014) explains that in the fight against Boko 
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Haram insurgents the military men cited example of betrayal and 

saboteur, some of which ended up tragic for the armed forces. They 

said the attack on the military base in Damboa, Borno State, 

coincided with the planned delivery of new stock of arms and 

ammunition to the federal troops. The assumption is that the 

insurgents struck because they wanted to cart away the arms and 

ammunition. Though the operation was not successful, a lieutenant 

colonel said to be a gallant officer who led the troops to battle the 

insurgents, was among those killed during the attack. The late 

arrival of the air force fighter jets led to the deaths of the officer and 

that of many soldiers, but it stopped the insurgents from looting the 

arms as many of them were killed while others ran back into the 

forest. It was gathered that the insurgents acted on a tip-off. (Sawyer, 

2014).  

This portrays that betrayals and saboteurs in the Nigerian soldiers 

gave the Boko Haram fighters a clue, hint, and inside information of 

the military movement against the insurgents. 

iv. To curb betrayal and saboteur in the circle of Nigerian army in the 

fight against Boko Haram insurgents, victims of such evil act should 

face court martial to determine the true reason the incident 

happened and to serve as a deterrent to others to be loyal to the 

military authority order and law. For secret of information of the 

Nigeria soldiers to leaked to the Boko Haram from within the 

military circle and system affect the credibility of Nigerian military 

to even participate in global peace keeping initiative of the United 

Nations Organisations. 

v. For the Nigerian soldiers to have easy victory over the insurgents 

there should be honesty and discipline among the rank and file in 

the military. 

vi. The fight against terror requires adequately trained persons with a 

high level education to enable them to handle some of the modern 

weaponry, arms and ammunition. The military need enough 
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manpower in the area of counter-terrorism to meet the challenge of 

the moment. Drones are also needed to win the terror war in the 

North East. 

vii. In the fight against Boko Haram the Nigerian military should not be 

brutal on the insurgents, because they are not foreign enemies. Being 

Nigerians the constitution protects them. The Nigerian military 

should not engage on extra-judicial killings of the insurgents so that 

soldiers should not be held responsible for committing crime against 

humanity.  

viii. In fight against Boko Haram insurgency the Nigerian military 

should not be terrorising innocent citizens, because it might affect 

the country’s relationship with the Western nations. 

ix. For the Nigerian government, military, SSS, Police, Civil Defence 

and other stakeholders of the Nigerian state to have easy victory 

over the Boko Haram menace means all hands must be on deck, so 

that the will be united front to combat the insurgents and win the 

battle. 

x. The way forward to curb Boko Haram menace in Northern Nigeria 

is for the government and the military to rise above board and 

uphold the fundamental principle of the constitution of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria as entrenched in the 1999 constitution that 

stipulates that the federal government must secure the lives and 

properties of Nigerians and non-Nigerians alike. 
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xi.  The best method also to curb Boko Haram menace in the North East 

is for both the federal government and the state governors of the 

region and other stakeholders to think out of the box to reduce 

poverty and create employment opportunities for the frustrated 

youths in the North East region. 

xii. Another best method to curb the Boko Haram menace in the North 

East is for the government to de-radicalise the Boko Haram sect with 

trusted leaders from the region. So that they can embrace national 

re-orientation and re-integration for economic self reliance through 

functional educational and entrepreneurial development by creating 

industrial training and development centres that can curb poverty 

and reduce unemployment. 
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